RED OCTOBER COMPANY

Moscow, Russia, 2010
1-day Excursion Program = 18 hrs.

Sample

05:30 AM  Start from The Pier. Drive to R/R Station
06:45 AM  Speed Train “Sapsan” to Moscow (about 4 Hrs. ride)
10:40 AM  Arrival in Moscow. Drive to the city centre.

On the way to the city centre the panoramic sightseeing tour of Moscow, during which you will visit the historic part of the city the Cathedral of Christ the Savior - an impressive sight with a tragic history – blown up by Stalin, and was only recently built anew as a symbol of revival of Russian Orthodoxy; and the Alexander Garden, Manezh square, and enjoy the incredible views of the Kremlin from Sophia embankment and the monument to Peter the Great, The White House.

NOON  Lunch at the local restaurant (included in the cost)

01:30 PM  The guided tour of the Kremlin with inside visit to the Assumption Cathedral and the Armory Chamber - the world famous museum-treasury occupies the specially constructed building of the middle XIX century. It has unique collection of ancient state regalia, gold and silver utensils, Tsars apparels and sacerdotal robes, weapons, luxury carriages and harness.

03: 30 PM  The city tour to be continued: You will also have chance see some of the other magnificent and world known places of Moscow including the New Maiden Convent (without getting in), Moscow State University, which situated in one of the key Stalin style buildings which dominate Moscow skyline, the Sparrow Hills, Poklonnaya hill, Triumphal Arch, Kutuzov Avenue, New Arbat Street, the world-famous Bolshoi Theatre - the brightest cultural gem in the crown of Moscow attractions, Boulevard ring, Theatre Square, Tverskaya Street and Pushkin Square.

07:45 PM  Speed Train “Sapsan” to St. Petersburg = (about 4 Hrs. ride)
11:30 PM  Arrival in St.Petersburg. Drive back to the Pier.
12:00 AM  Return to your Ship.

Sorry, - we do NOT join people and do NOT build bigger Groups!

The above prices are given per person and include:
- Private A/C car/van/coach transportation on all tour (depends on the group size),
- Highly qualified English speaking guide services,
- R/T Speed Train Ticket (Economy class: St.Petersburg -Moscow-St.Petersburg),
- Entrance fee to the Kremlin (with one cathedral and Armory Chamber),
- Lunch at a local restaurant.

The above price does not include: additional meals, photo/video fees at the Kremlin.
Please note: Program timing and sequences of venue’s visits may change due to traffic or weather conditions
Deadline booking for the Moscow Tour is 1 month prior the Sail Date. Non refundable Deposit is USD 500 pp.- Due to the fact that RO would need to purchase R/T Train Fare 1 month in advance.